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About Us
Harley’s Hideaway is a neighborhood bar and grill, offering a
diverse menu of sinfully tasty foods to fill any appetite, serving
keto, vegan, and traditional dishes. As a complement to any
great meal, we offer an array of entertainment to create an
experience few see in KC.
Located in the heart of Shawnee, KS, a suburb of greater metro
Kansas City. It is just one block from the popular thorofare
Quivira Rd, minutes from downtown and the state line, as well
as the main interstate passing thru Johnson and Jackson
counties.
Founded by Hulon Crayton—with a fast food, bar and
entertainment background—was raised in a military family and
moved around the US. The food influences are derived from
those experiences. This menu is a symbol of America’s melting
pot of cultural diversity. You will find mediterranean, midwestern,
east-coast, Rocky Mountain, and southern dishes; each
selected to tantalize the taste buds. With advisory council by
serial restaurant entrepreneurs from New Orleans, Panama City
Beach and Kansas City, we will maintain that diversity and
deliver a truly unique experience.

Vision
It is our vision to become the leading small
restaurant-venue in the metro, incorporate
pre-packaged meals for sale in local
grocery stores by the end of 2021, and
become a franchise nationwide by 2030.

Mission
Our mission is to provide excellent quality
food and delicious drinks at reasonable
prices. Additionally, as a restaurant-venue
providing nightly entertainment, we will
create an experience that gives the
customer an unforgettable evening.

The Team
Hulon Crayton
Executive Chef/GM
Chef Hulon is in charge of menu creation,
staff management, kitchen control, plating
design and cost control.

Brian Hall
Sous Chef
Chef Brian is the direct assistant of the executive chef.
He is responsible for assigning schedules to the kitchen
staff and the substitute during the off-duty of the
executive chef. He also manages and maintains the
order, cleanliness and effectiveness in the kitchen

The Problem
COVID has caused delays in our opening,
as new sections and laws took into place
both locally and statewide.
Due to the pandemic, it has been difficult to
find service based employees due to
changes in social norms. For example,
COVID contributed to fewer people going
out for entertainment and food.
Furthermore, although there is a plethora of
used kitchen equipment available for sale,
finding capable and reliable service workers
to fix the used equipment has been
challenging, as several low-cost local
commercial providers have closed.

Our Solution
In cooperation with local and state policies, Harley’s Hideaway Bar & Grill will participate in
safe practices, with staff wearing PPE, testing, and offering PPE for sale to incoming
customers without PPE.
Harley’s Hideaway has employed sales personal to work with businesses with on premises
employees, to provide those companies with catering. Also, providing beverage catering
during events.
We’ve contracted with popular delivery companies to increase access to potential
consumers to accommodate those unwilling to leave home/work.
We will advertise to reach potential employees and to let customers know we exist as a
new entity in the area.
It is our goal to contract with a more reliable and well known company to service our used
equipment with 24/7 access, as well as, purchase new commercial kitchen equipment to
quickly service customers and take bigger orders.
Our expanded menu offers a few Keto and Vegan friendly dishes, as well as hearty
traditional dishes to appeal to all diet types.
As a partner with 825 Studios, our restaurant can offer an array of events that will reach a
wide audience, touching every demographic. They will also assist with filming our YouTube
cooking channel, live events, and more.

Advantages
We know that delectable drinks,
delicious and freshly made foods
can give a restaurant the excellent
recognition every restaurateur
aims for. How Harley’s Hideaway
Bar & Grill differs from the others,
is the passion and professionalism
we employ in preparing every food
dish we make and serve; the
variety we offer; and the
entertainment to enhance the
experience. In addition, we ensure
that every meal and cocktail we
serve is appetizing and mouth
savoring. Lastly, our years of
experience speaks for our
capability as a restaurant in the
food and entertainment industry.

Something For Everyone
Our something for everyone approach is
what drives us to satisfy every palate and
entertain our guests no matter what. We
aim to give a new experience for all meat
and non-meat lovers; and all those who
love to be entertained. With nearly 30
different dishes, this project was carefully
planned out and developed by our
managers to give the customers a unique
experience at affordable price, suiting any
demographic in the metro.

Meals as low as $7.49!
Free entertainment!
Open late 7 days a week!

Entertainment
We offer an array of FREE events, year round.
– Trivia Night
– Give-A-Ways
– Video Game Competitions
– Live Stand-up Comedy Shows
– Singles Night
– Live Music
– Open Mic
– Karaoke
– Yearly Music Festival
– Monthly Surprise Show/Event
– Monthly Entrepreneurs Meet-ups
– Monthly Musicians Meet-ups
– Monthly Film Creatives Meet-ups
– Monthly Movie Night
– Weekly Drink Specials
With 2 dining areas, people can
opt in/out. Soon, a third area will
offer more alternative dining.

Traction
• Received Pre-Seed funding from two companies.
• Received donations from a Fortune 100 company.
• Began our Seed Funding round, by listing our Concept online.
• Struck a deal with a sponsor to cover some marketing expenses.
• Made an agreement to offset expenses in procuring talent by utilizing a third
party agent (free of charge).
• In talks with the city on permitting our music festival.
• Partnered with a 3rd party to prepare some of our vegan dishes offsite.
• Negotiating a contract for use of a gluten-free recipe for pizza crust.
• Made an agreement with a local BBQ sauce company to add to some of our
signature dishes.
• Contracted with a merchandise company to access low cost/high quality
goods to our consumers.
• Video and Audio production for our cooking and live performance shows will
be produced by a 3rd party company.
• Signed-up with all major delivery, catering and event listing companies.

Demographics & Behavior
• Kansas City metro has a total of 2,164,529 residents as of 2019. 30% of adults in
KS and 31% of adults in MO are overweight. 36% are on a diet and seeking
healthier food options. 88% of people are willing to pay more for healthy foods.
• At least 72% of people eat out or have food delivered 2 or more times in any
given week and 86% of people have drunk alcohol.
• Millennials are bigger spenders than older generations. 51% of millennials go to a
bar at least once weekly according to the same study.
• 70% of Americans enjoy playing video games, of which, 46% are female. The
average gamer, 35 yo. Trivia is popular with more than 1 in 5 taking interest.
• 90% of Americans listen to music, but only 68% have gone to a concert.
• The average American laughs 8 times per day. Studies prove laughter is healthy.
61.1% of people prefer comedy.
• On any given day, 13% of the American population is eating pizza. More than
40% of Americans eat pizza weekly and 83% of people at least once per month.
• 82% of Americans say burgers are a nutritious. 62% love burgers.
• Give-a-ways can generate 2000% in sales.
• 77% of people believe food is important at an event and by the
same study, 67% would go to an event if it has food.

Target Market
The chosen target market will be the residents of Johnson,
Jackson, Leavenworth, Clay, and Wyndotte Counties. This
specific group of individuals was chosen based on the following
factors:
– Proximity to location and city center.
– Largest group of foodie explorers.
– Number of millennials.
– Largest number of businesses.
– Near talent (for events) and their fans.
– Hundreds of supporters nearby that
will come dine/drink at least once.
– Existing business relationships.
– Large number of veterans.
– Tech savvy area.
– Areas lack 18+ event spaces.
– Few comedy spaces in the area.
– Few variety restaurants in the area.
– Less restaurants and bars in 2020.

Competition
Based on a survey conducted in 2019, Harley’s Hideaway Bar & Grill concluded
that the following companies are direct competitors on the basis that they offer
similar products and services:
• Jake’s Place, directly across the street, offers entertainment.
• Old Shawnee Pizza nearby, offers an assortment of meaty pizzas and well
renown in the area.
• Dos Reales Authentic Mexican restaurant, provides hispanic dishes including
seafood.
• Charlie Hooper’s has similar hours, demographic, and food.
• Grinder’s and Green Lady Lounge, have live music, food, drinks, and similar
target market.
Alternative Solutions
Harley’s Hideaway Bar & Grill will provide solutions such as the following:
• Providing a more varied array of events and talent pool to appease a larger
demographic.
• Offering non-traditional Mexican and Pizza dishes, to stay in the race, but not
compete on the same scale. Our alternatives offer a unique twist.

Business Model
We have lowered our prices to
accommodate the average person’s
affordability. COMFORT food at
COMFORT prices, without sacrificing
taste.
By appealing to the average American,
we expect positive revenue will be
obtained by month three of operations
with an increased volume.

Schedule
Our schedule will be as follows :
Monday – Friday: 11a-130a
Saturday: 10a-130a
Sunday: 11a-130a
We will open for breakfast on a trial
basis if in high demand. Additionally,
if the popularity of lunch increases or
late night eats, we will adjust
accordingly to facilitate that/those
need(s).

Investing
In order to ensure a successful launch and skyrocket our way to success,
the we’re seeking $30,000.00 and $50,000.00.
This budget will be utilized as follows:

30%

25%

Food & Supplies

Advertising

5%

Furniture

10%

Employee
Salaries

10%

Repairs

20%

Equipment

The following donors have contributed in part to the startup:
1. Lowe’s Home Improvement
2. Crayton Venture Capital
2. Active Law, Paramilitary, Military & Civilian Tactical Defense Corp.
3. 825 Studios

Contact Us
Schedule to meet with
Jessica Christman or
Hulon Crayton by
appointment. Open for
meetings Monday thru
Sunday from 1pm to
3pm at 12200
Johnson Dr,
Shawnee, KS 66216.

(913) 232-8652

info@harleyskc.com

http://harleyskc.com

Thank You

